HELPFUL HINTS

Read these instructions thoroughly before beginning the assembly.

• Use carbide-tipped multipurpose blade for cutting.

• Do not lay vinyl components on abrasive surfaces.

• If any components are missing or defective, please call us at: 800-333-0569

IMPORTANT:

Always wear safety glasses when cutting and drilling vinyl/aluminum railing products.

TOOLS REQUIRED

Chop/mitre saw – with carbide-tipped multi-purpose blade
Tape measure
Pencil
Hammer
Siding snips

TIPS

• Make sure you have all the pieces you need to complete the job.

• Don’t forget - if using CERTA-Snap trim on the top and bottom of the post, notch out the CERTA-Snap and shorten corner pieces.

• For undersized posts, screws are included to secure CERTA-Snap panels to the post.

• Silicone adhesive may also be used to secure corners to the CERTA-Snap panel with undersized posts and high wind conditions.
Step 1: Measure the post to be wrapped.
Step 2: Measure the post wrap panels and cut to length; repeat step with corner pieces.
Tip: If using trims at top & bottom, notch out corners of Certa-Snap panels and shorten corner pieces.
Step 3: Place first post wrap panel against post.
Step 4: Place first corner piece over one corner of post wrap.
Step 5: Install second post wrap panel into first corner piece.
Step 6: Install third post wrap panel into second corner piece.
Step 7: Install fourth post wrap panel into third corner piece.
Step 8: Snap fourth corner piece over remaining corner of post.
Step 9: Assemble 4-piece post trim at top of post, snap together and position to ceiling.
Step 10: Assemble 4-piece post trim at bottom on floor and snap together.